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ABSTRACT: The practice of modern medical ethics is largely acute, episodic, fragmented, problem-focused, and institution-centered. Family medicine, in contrast, is built upon a relationship-based model of care that is accessible, comprehensive, continuous, contextual, community-focused and patient-centered. “Doing ethics” in the day-to-day practice of family medicine is therefore different from doing ethics in many other fields of medicine, emphasizing different strengths and exemplifying different values.

For family physicians, medical ethics is more than just problem solving. It requires reconciling ethical concepts with modern medicine and asking the principal medical ethics question—What, all things considered, should happen in this situation?—at every clinical encounter over the course of the patient-doctor relationship.

We assert that family medicine ethics is an integral part of family physicians’ day-to-day practice. We frame this approach with a four-step process modified from other ethical decision-making models: (1) Identify situational issues; (2) Identify involved stakeholders; (3) Gather objective and subjective data; and (4) Analyze issues and data to direct action and guide behavior. Next, we review several ethical theories commonly used for step four, highlighting the process of wide reflective equilibrium as a key integrative concept in family medicine. Finally, we suggest how to incorporate family medicine ethics in medical education and invite others to explore its use in teaching and practice.
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The field of medical ethics has expanded exponentially over the past century. It developed as a response to the establishment of the duties of medical professionals and the rights of individual patients in the face of an explosion of medical technology and its application in practice. This has created a specialized expert approach to the practice of ethics that is largely acute, episodic, fragmented, problem-focused and institution-centered.

Family medicine has evolved over the past 50 years in response to society’s need for more and better-trained primary care physicians and to balance medicine’s otherwise specialized, highly technologic growth. It is built upon a relationship-based model of care that is accessible, comprehensive, continuous, contextual, community-focused and patient-centered. “Doing ethics” in the day-to-day practice of family medicine is therefore different from doing ethics in many other fields of medicine, emphasizing different strengths and exemplifying different values.

Family physicians are holistic, generalist experts with a breadth of medical knowledge and skills who focus on people with concerns, not just on biomedical problems to be solved. The practice of contemporary family medicine requires reconciling ethical concepts with modern medical science and asking the principal medical ethics question—What, all things considered, should happen in this situation?—at every clinical encounter over the course of the patient-doctor relationship.

To help answer this question in light of this historical background, and based on our own observations and reflections, our purposes here are: (1) to take a broad look at how clinical ethics is currently taught and practiced, and (2) to propose a family medicine approach to ethics.
that integrates theory, decision-making and person-centered care in an easily accessible manner. We hope this review will inform clinical ethics education and help busy family physicians reflect upon, address, and resolve ethics issues with grace, dignity, and equanimity.

Developing a Family Medicine Ethics Traditional Perspectives

For the past few decades, nearly all physicians in the United States have received some medical ethics education. Commonly, this includes a review of the “four principles,” an introduction to rules of confidentiality and informed consent, and a discussion of key topics such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation and advance care planning. Many clinicians see ethics solely through the framework of autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice (Table 1).

Recently, ethicists have begun to teach medical students and resident physicians about professionalism, identified as one of the six core competencies of medical education and practice. Some have reintroduced virtue ethics as a way to promote positive behaviors related to reporting medical errors, responding to professional misconduct, documenting in electronic health records, and preparing for board examinations (Table 1).

Unfortunately, few contemporary scholars have discussed how to become an ethically-aware physician in day-to-day practice. The American Academy of Family Physicians Curriculum Guideline on Medical Ethics provides an excellent outline of clinical, professional and medico-legal topics, but it offers few specifics on how to integrate ethical thinking into routine care, let alone how to teach it. A 2014 review of family medicine residency programs notes considerable variation in both the content and delivery of ethics educations.

In one exception to these observations, Truog and colleagues have introduced the concept of “micro” ethical decision-making as a structure for practice-based ethics. They address discrete issues such as how to provide patients medical information, including how much truth to tell in eliciting informed consent, how to respect patient values, and how to manage one’s own biases in clinical conversations.

Perspectives From Family Medicine

Our view, in contrast, is that—taken together—the many activities of family physicians assessing clinical presentations, ordering diagnostic tests, counseling and educating patients and families, writing prescriptions, performing procedures, and making referrals have a “macro” ethical effect on the medical care and health status of our patients and communities. Although an appreciation of principles and virtues is important, and learning how to respond to specific clinical, professional, and medico-legal situations is appropriate, they are not enough.

We see family medicine ethics as a combination of both problem-solving and the manner of how to act with patients generally and routinely, over time, helping us reflect upon our patient care and guiding our professional behavior and decision-making for issues large and small. Indeed, the word “ethics” comes from the Greek ethos, meaning custom or habit, and fits well with the family medicine values described above. Whereas ethical questions in relation to specific clinical quandaries may be consciously phrased to reflect a continuum between right or wrong and permissible or not permissible, family medicine ethics may also be thought of as how family physicians habitually consider and evaluate concepts of better and worse in our day-to-day activities.

Steps in Family Medicine Ethics

Family medicine ethics begins with a four-step process modified from several models of ethical decision-making (Figure 1). With practice, we believe these steps will build trust and confidence and lead to better outcomes, greater satisfaction, and improved well-being among both patients and physicians. The first step is identifying what issues, concerns, and questions appear to be at play in the situation at hand. Sometimes, these circumstances present as conflicts. Other times, they are simply circumstances that need to be clarified. Almost always, they need to be reassessed as time goes on.

The second step is identifying the relational web of individuals involved in a situation—frequently called stakeholders—understanding how they are engaged, and gathering information from them. There are always more people personally affected by any particular situation than those at its center, even when they are not physically present. Sometimes, physicians and the medical care team themselves are stakeholders in a case. Asking and answering several questions—Who is involved? What is their relationship to the patient? What is at stake for them in the situation and issue at hand? Are they willing to participate in decision-making, if appropriate?—is the beginning to any further assessment and management.

The third step involves gathering objective and subjective data, understanding that both must be interpreted contextually, being considerate of both individual experience and social environment. Objective data include what people think of as hard facts, recognizing that these data are influenced by the perceptions and priorities of each stakeholder. Although an open-ended, probing approach can help when inquiring about objective data, their significance is often blurred by uncertainty. In such instances, explicit exploration of implicit assumptions is necessary. Subjective data include the information each stakeholder brings to the situation. More than just medical history, this data includes past experiences and personal stories, and the values, beliefs, and emotions associated with them. Factors that influence subjective data gathering include age,
Table 1: Common Theoretical Approaches to Addressing Ethical Questions in Medical Practice (Listed Alphabetically)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casuistry/formal case-based analysis\textsuperscript{12,13}</td>
<td>Examine the details of any case and evaluate those details in the context of precedent cases with similar details. Make decisions on any current case based on the practical outcomes of the most successful prior cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casuistry modified/the “four boxes”\textsuperscript{27}</td>
<td>Examine any case by collecting details specifically related to the following four topics: • Medical features—noting specific clinical findings, diagnoses, prognosis and clinical questions that need to be addressed; • Patient preferences—noting, for example, capacity and oral and written advance directives; • Quality of life—how will the clinical decision that needs to be addressed impact the function and quality (as distinct from the length) of the patient’s life; and, • Contextual features of the case—for example, religious, cultural, legal and financial issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminist ethics/ethics of care\textsuperscript{14,15}</td>
<td>Decide on a course of action by exploring what is most loving, supportive, or caring of the various possible actions that could be done or not done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The “four principles”\textsuperscript{12}</td>
<td>Examine the weight and scope of the following principles: • Autonomy—an individual has the right to control his or her own body and his or her own decisions (barring direct negative consequences to others); • Nonmaleficence—do no harm; • Beneficence—do good; and, • Justice—treat everyone fairly/equally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral rules\textsuperscript{36}</td>
<td>Ask whether there is there an obvious “common morality” approach to the matter at hand. Is the issue one that lends itself to a rule-based action—for example: do not kill, do not cause pain, do not deceive, keep your promise, do your duty—for which there would be general consensus as the right thing to do in this situation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative ethics\textsuperscript{37,38}</td>
<td>Determine a plan by asking and answering the question: What does the patient (or surrogate, if the patient does not have capacity) want the next chapter of his or her personal story to be? If there are several possibilities, which one seems best, all things considered, given the patient’s values, history, etc?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtue ethics\textsuperscript{18}</td>
<td>Inquire what would a virtuous person do in the situation. What positive habits of character would lead to the best decision given what is most at stake in any particular situation? The virtues include trust, compassion, prudence, justice, courage, temperance, integrity, and self-effacement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Incorporating a Wide Reflective Equilibrium

Because the different ethical theories outlined in step four may generate alternative actions for different ethical scenarios, we believe the practice called “wide reflective equilibrium”\textsuperscript{40-42} is most consistent with a family medicine approach to ethical analysis. This comprehensive process integrates various theoretical approaches by asking the question—Does the right thing to do ring true when examined by a preponderance of analytic methods, in the context at hand?—in order to make thoughtful, interdisciplinary assessments and management plans for patients.

We feel strongly about this integrative approach for two reasons. First, many clinical ethics scholars who advocate one theoretical approach have exposed the limitations of other approaches.\textsuperscript{32,41-45} Principles, for example, provide a sound foundation for examining abstract issues, but they are criticized for not being able to provide practical, specific solutions in real-life patient care. Case-based methods and narrative ethics provide rich contextual details, but their recommendations may be seen as too situational and rationally indefensible. Virtue ethics promotes positive professional behavior, but it too may be viewed as overly vague in many situations. Our experience is that using any one of these approaches alone does not provide clear guidance in common clinical scenarios such as addressing how much information to give about complex procedures, how to assess decision-making capacity in patients with behavioral or cognitive problems, or how to work with

general education level, health literacy, communication abilities, and the personal relationships among all the stakeholders.

The fourth step is organizing and analyzing this information to develop possible plans of action for specific patients in particular situations. Although principles and virtues are helpful, there are other approaches to ethical analysis (Table 1). No single ethical theory is applicable in all situations, and the recommendations generated by one theory may conflict with those promoted by others when applied to real-life circumstances. This is not surprising, since the traditional goals of medicine— to cure disease, to prevent illness and promote health, to treat pain, and to prolong life—often conflict with each other.
patients who prioritize the value of family over autonomy in end-of-life decision-making.

Second, as noted earlier, family physicians view patients as people with concerns, not simply as individuals with biomedical problems to be solved. Family doctors focus on the whole person—not on any one biochemical pathway, organ system, procedural skill, age, gender or time frame—and consider a variety of perspectives—physiological, psychological, social, environmental and existential—when formulating clinical management plans for patients. In family medicine, the best decisions are always those that hang together when viewed through the lens of several clinical approaches which assess the entirety of a patient’s situation. Similarly, family physicians have an obligation to consider and integrate the ethics of medical care and professional behavior from a variety of theoretical approaches to generate one comprehensive ethical management plan for particular patients in specific contexts.

**Discussion**

We see family medicine ethics as the study of discerning the right thing to do and the right way to act, to the best of our abilities, in all of the clinical and professional situations we encounter. It is the application of our best thinking about right and wrong and better and worse to make real-life decisions that direct our actions and guide our behavior in day-to-day practice.

We observe that experienced family doctors often use a holistic clinical and moral informed intuition to guide both medical and ethical decision-making in today’s fast-paced health care environments.46–48 However, this intuition is only as good as its underlying foundations in medical science and ethical thinking. These foundations must be built during clinical training, when the integration of theory and practice is first learned, and must be attended to continuously throughout one’s career.

Ethical thinking is more than just a mix of faith, feelings, science and the law. It is more than just following one’s conscience. Ethics requires individuals to be mindful about their beliefs and values,31 and perhaps especially in family medicine, it requires us to maintain a sense of ethical humility about our knowledge, attitudes, and skills. Since we as family physicians are commonly our patients’ primary clinical and ethical decision-making resource, we have a responsibility to develop data-gathering and deliberative skills both in ourselves and in the patients, families, staff, and colleagues with whom we interact. In family medicine, as in other professional endeavors, ethical decision-making and ethical behavior do not just happen. They are learned, practiced, evaluated, and improved. The approach we have presented here is a good start.

We encourage future scholarship in family medicine ethics, using empirical research to investigate how family physicians think and act, as well as to understand patients’ and families’ points of view. Our experience is that education in ethical thinking is best delivered through a combination of focused readings and interactive scenario-based discussions for medical students and via facilitated self-reflection on current practice—using family physicians’ own cases—in graduate and continuing medical education. We believe these methods will promote an ethos of thinking critically about ethics in our day-to-day work. Others likely have experience with alternative teaching methods, and we invite creative innovation in this regard.

**Further Considerations**

Some readers may argue that what we describe as a family medicine ethics is no different from other approaches to the skillful practice of medical ethics—a thoughtful, complex, contextually-oriented, relationally-centered process that is informed, but not constrained, by abstract theories. Others may argue that good training in how to respond to common clinical scenarios is sufficient to know how to address...
common ethical, professional, and medico-legal scenarios. Still others may fear that this approach requires formal ethical evaluation of all medical decisions, adding unwarranted time to every patient encounter.

We respond by noting that what distinguishes family medicine ethics from other approaches is not the detail of its content, but the broad, integrated, clinically-accessible manner in which it is practiced: a relationship-based, comprehensive, continuing, contextual, community-focused, patient-centered process that simultaneously integrates principles, virtues, cases, rules, narrative, and care with disease-based problem-solving, illness-oriented prevention, and future-focused health promotion.

We further suggest that the most important attribute of being an excellent family physician is our ability to handle complexity, see the big picture, and think, rather than practice by algorithm in common clinical scenarios. Lastly, we do not want to imply that every case requires the structured approach presented here.

We do, however, believe that every clinical encounter requires addressing the question: What, all things considered, should happen in this situation?

**Conclusion**

In family medicine, ethics is habitually remembering that people come to us for our knowledge, skills and judgment to do the right things, and to do those things right, for clinical issues large and small, in the moment at hand and with an eye on the future, given the resources available. The goal of family medicine ethics is to generate the best plans of action that lead to the best possible real-world outcomes, viewed from a preponderance of perspectives and linked to values shared with our patients. Its scope is broad, examining both medical problems to be solved and health issues to be explored, and its results emerge over time. We trust both patients and physicians will benefit from its wise and caring practice.
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